Views prediction on Black-Litterman model has interested many researchers to develop it. We purpose radial basis neural network (RBFNN) model to predict the views. It is a one type of neural network model that has been successfully applied to many area. Numerical analysis are performed to demonstrate the performance of the views prediction yielded by RBFNN model for constructing portfolio on Black-Litterman model.
Introduction
The Black Litterman (BL) model for portfolio is one of the method to construct the optimum weight for portfolio. The original literature of BL model is addressed to Black and litterman [1] . Many articles discuss the extraction of the formula of Black Litterman (BL) model, its application, and its development [2] [3] [4] . The BL model becomes popular because the model contains views, that is the statement of investor about the return. How to determine the views in BL model is an interested problem and still draw attention the researchers to develop it.
Asset return is one of the important thing in financial data because its prediction is useful in decision making for the investor. The technique to predict asset return deals with time series prediction [5] . So, the time series methods can be used to help an investor making statement of their asset returns. Beach [6] have proposed that the views from investor can be approached by EGARCH because there is a heteroscedasticity in return data. Retno Subekti and Purwati [7] have proposed the procedure of construction of the views in the BLM from time series method for Indonesia stock market based on ARIMA and GARCH.
The non-parametric approach such as neural network (NN) become popular in time series prediction. One method of prediction that belong to the NN model is Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN). It is preferred over other types NN since it has better approximation capabilities, simpler network structures and faster learning algorithms [8] . The RBFNN model has been widely used in various studies [9] [10] [11] .
In this article, we apply RBFNN model to predict the return then transform it into the views in BL model. The performance of portfolios using RBF views are evaluated for several periods a head. This result will give a new alternative method to determine the views in BL model.
Black Litterman Model
Many articles related to the development of a portfolio of Black-Litterman beginning from exposure to the original paper of Black and Litterman. The model combines two types of return, the first return is derived from equilibrium market and the second return is expressed by investors referred to as views [2] . The both types of information are expected to give the new expected return. In this model, the expected return is the reference point of the BL model. Then, the expected return of BL model is expressed as:
where E(rBL) is the expected black litterman return, π is the matrix of equilibrium return, τ is the scalar with range 0-1, Σ is the matrix of variance covariance of asset returns, P is the matrix of views coefficient, Ω is the diagonal matrix of views and q is the matrix of views return. One component in the return expectation of the BL model is π, which represents a matrix containing equilibrium returns obtained from the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). Basically, every investor has the same goal in investing, as well as the expected market situation. So, the possibility of investing in the financial world consider the risk free component assets other than risk assets, therefore the basis model for generating the BL model is the CAPM. Idzorek [12] provides the steps of developing BL return model. The other required component is Tau values ranged between 0-1 [1-2]. Satchell & Scowcroft [4] and Meuci [13] tend to ignore the scalar component because tau is set as 1. The component Σ denotes the relationship between return and risk of each asset. The parameters P, Ω and q are the three components that are associated with views.
The BL views are expressed subjectively by the investors based on their prediction to the future return. There are two types of views that can be expressed, those are absolute and relative views. Absolute views are the views expressed by investors for an asset without compare it to the other asset. While the relative views are the views of investors about two or more assets together. The portfolio weights of BL model are calculated by using the formula of the mean variance (MV) Markowitz model, and can be written as follows:
where is the weight matrix of asset in portfolio and is the risk aversion coefficient.
Radial Basis Function Neural Network
Radial basis function (RBF) neural network model is a neural network that uses the base functions as an activation function. The architecture consists of an input layer, a single hidden layer, and an output layer. Here, we use single output neuron. The input layer receives an input vector x then puts forward it to the hidden layer. Each neuron in the hidden layer represents a local base activation function. The activation function commonly used in RBF is Gaussian function, which is determined by its center and width. The Gaussian function jth neuron is defined as
where || ・ || denotes the vector norm, = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) is the input vector, and = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) and 2 are the jth center vector and the width parameter, respectively. The connections between input layer and hidden layer are not weighted. The output is the sum of the weighted Gaussian function of the hidden
where is the weight connecting jth hidden to the output neuron. The number of hidden neurons in RBF network is the same as the number of cluster. Every cluster deals with the hidden neuron. The input of the jth hidden neuron is activated by the Gaussian function with the center and the width parameters derived from the data of the jth cluster. The centers and the widths are estimated by the K-mean clustering [14] . Here, the center is the variable mean and the width is the maximum distance of the cluster. The weights on the function are estimated by performing Global Ridge Regression method. It is a method of least squares estimation in which a positive parameter regulation > 0 is added. Then, the weights are obtained by minimizing the function.
where ̂ is ith output, is ith target, is parameter regulation, and is jth weight connecting jth hidden neuron with output neuron, and is the number of observation [15] .
Numerical Analysis
In this research, several portfolios is constructed for variety views based on different future time. As an illustration, we use three assets, i.e. Bank BCA (BBCA), Gudang Garam (GGRM), Bank BTN (BBTN). Sixty periods of historical data is used. The first step for constructing portfolio using BLM is computing the return equilibrium of CAPM which is denoted by phi (π). The equilibrium return are 0.8%, 1.39% and 1.14% respectively as seen in Table 6 . The next step is constructing views by using RBFNN model. The steps are as follows. a. Identify the input vector of function (3) by using autocorrelation function (ACF) plots of the asset prices as displayed in Figure 1 . Based on the ACF plot, the inputs are lag 1 and lag 2 for BBCA and GGRM, and lag 1, lag 2, lag3, and lag4 for BBTN. b. Divide the asset price data into two parts as training and testing data. We set 70% for training data and 30% for testing data. c. Determine variable mean and maximum distance for each cluster by using K-means clustering method. The number of cluster is determined by trial and error to obtain the best RBFNN model. Table 1 . presents the result of K-means clustering process for 4 cluster due to the number of the hidden neuron of the best RBFNN model mentioned in next explanation. Table 2 . We determine the number of cluster based on the least MAPE on the training or on the testing data. Hence, the best RBFNN model for views prediction is the model with 4 hidden layer for all asset. We provide prediction for the last period t = 60, k = 1, 5, 10, 15, k is the period time after the last period. The views are stated based on the values of the difference of Yt+k -Yt ; k = 1, 5, 10 and 15. The following example are the views in first portfolio constructed based on one period for view from RBFNN. View-1: The BBCA return will outperform BBTN as 0.06425 View-2: the GGRM return will increase as 0.04997 We consider the absolute and relative views format which are displayed in Table 5 . The matrix of views coefficient for all the periods are the same, those are adjusted as
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We set the input for risk free is 0.0775 based on the rate of interest from Central Bank in Indonesia, the tau is 0.5, and the aversion risk is 0.025. Therefore, we get computation result for equilibrium return and each composition in Table 6 . The accuracy of this experiment in predicting the portfolio return is evaluated using MAPE values that are calculated for one period until 15 period a head. Those values are delivered in Table 7 . The results show for short term one period, the prediction is over estimate, but the MAPE values become positive and decrease for 10 periods a head. Even the MAPE value increases in 15 periods but it still yields good performance. Moreover, the result in Table 6 demonstrate that the RBFNN predicted views can generate the small risk in the portfolio. So, RBFNN can be an alternative method for views prediction in BLM model.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new method for views prediction on Black Litterman model namely RBFNN. We present numerical analysis to describe the portfolio constructing based on BL model by using RBFNN views prediction. The result still deliver inconsistent performance for different time period of prediction. However, for all time periods, the accuracy are relatively good, since they have MAPE values below 10 %. In this research, we have not yet investigated the selection of assets in the clustering step and blended them to the portfolio selection. This idea gives us an alternative way to explore the portfolio construction for the next research.
